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Rule of Innovation IV: There is no essence, all is tale: The Komuso or how to innovate in founding organizations

"In about 240 B.C. Ptolemy III appointed Erastostnes chief of the museum's library, probably the most coveted position of scholarship in the Hellenistic world. The library was the repository of most of he world's recorded knowledge, the equivalent in papyrus rolls of some 100,000 books in the modern sense. Ptolemy III went to unscrupulous lengths to increase this collection. By royal order, every person arriving in Alexandria was searched for any rolls in his possession, and these rolls were confiscated and given to scribes for copying. The copies were eventually returned to the owners, but the originals remained in the royal library."\(^1\)

The komuso\(^2\) - a wandering priest, plays a central part in the history of Japanese Shakuhachi music. From behind their wicker visors these basket-hatted men have “viewed the flow of Japanese life from the seventeenth century to the present”. The ranks of the komuso were filled with ronin: masterless samurai. In Kyoto a group of komuso called themselves the Fukeshu. The Buddhist shogun government which had smashed all Christian inspired opposition after the battle of Shimabara was very suspicious of any form of organization that contained these samurai whose allegiance was doubtful.


*Mask I:* inscribing yourself by appropriation.

The Fukeshu secretly purchased a building that belonged to one of the larger Buddhist temples.

*Mask II:* inscribing yourself into a legitimate tradition.

By faking a number of papers claiming their historical origins as coming from China via a priest named Chosan, the Fukeshu tried to secure their position. They also produced a copy of a license from the first Edo Shogun, Ieyasu, giving them the exclusive right to solicit alms by means of shakuhachi playing. The Fukeshu asked for official recognition of their temple. The government demanded the official document. The Fukeshu claimed it was lost.

*Mask III:* inscribing yourself by incorporation.

The shogun granted their request - why further embitter already vengeful men? - on the condition that they act as spies for the government. The Fukeshu accepted.

*Mask IV:* music as a cover story

The Fukeshu played soft melodies and overheard intimate conversations.

*Mask V:* the flute as a cover story.
When a samurai became ronin he could no longer wear his double sword. So these wandering priests redesigned the shakuhachi. The flute became a formidable club as well as a musical instrument.

*Mask VI:* the mask.

If we read these steps backwards there always seems to be one more mask:

“*eine maske mehr.*”


The final layer is nonexistent, the essence never material, the object ever empty.

In the end there is always a bunch of guys and women making up stories and living them as in coming alive.

But in finding the story, and in telling, it we have learned.

We have learned along the way.

We learn along the way.

What is the most important thing we have to learn?

*To discern between friend and foe.*

Ha-Ha!

Not between friend or foe an act of will has to decide!

An act of will decides who is the real and who is the absolute enemy (Carl Schmitt’s distinction). The absolute enemy is, according to him, ‘die eigene Frage als Gestalt’.

Would it be too easy? too rhetorical? too smooth to claim as a new beginning the lived experience in which the real and absolute enemy coincide in one and the very same citizen's body? Nothing heroic, no drama, lines not of the Bard but just the baker saying – not at all distinctively – “Good morning, sir.”

Ah, how do I feel this to be. Once my real enemy - time - always time, reformat her as memory. The absolute enemy - space - always space, reformat her as scale. And now, now as in decisive or not-now, they coincide inside this being that is me. I say 'is'. I do not say 'become'.

It is this that I believe to be the decisive new beginning of the 21st century.

By this I mean the exchangeability of time and space in places that are mediated with computational processes that generate not data (linked to other data) but information (linked to human beings). In these places where computational processes have disappeared into the background, into everyday objects - both the real and the subject become contested.

The environment becomes the interface.

“When the ha-ha came into being in the early decades of the eighteenth century, the walls came down in Britain. A ditch relatively invisible from any distance, the ha-ha - so named because strollers were said to exclaim “Ha ha!” in surprise when they came upon it - provided an invisible barrier that allowed the garden’s inhabitants to gaze into the distance uninterrupted.”

Ha-Ha! I can hear you exclaim. That is not something new. I know that. The real? The subject? Highly contested from day one.

True.

That, however, does not make it more unproblematic for what we encounter in such an environment is the problematic and futile attempts to claim any which one - subject / time / space / place - as an undisputed starting point for making meaning or sense, for deciding on how to act, for recalling how previous procedures operated, for projecting a sense of self into the future.

In a mediated environment it no longer is clear what is being mediated, and what mediates. Such environments - your

---

kitchen, living-room, our shopping malls, streets of old villages, are new beginnings as they reformulate our sense of ourselves in places in spaces in time.

As new beginnings they begin new media.

How?

Be being next to us, quietly for a while.

Just stand next to your neighbour for a while. For quite a while. Be patient.

*Rule of innovation number four:*
Think bold, be inconspicuous.
Rule of Innovation V: *Face the trauma*: or how to innovate in acts of seeing

Searching for sudden “bursts” in the usage of particular words could be used to rapidly identify new trends and sort information more efficiently, says a US computer scientist, Jon Kleinberg, at Cornell University in New York. The method could be applied to weblogs to track new social trends; “For example, identifying word bursts in the hundreds of thousands of personal diaries now on the web could help advertisers quickly spot an emerging craze, or identifying word bursts within email messages sent to a company’s customer support address might help maintenance staff spot a major new problem.”

Try ‘visualize’.

In the Spring of 1991, I participated in the Feminism and Post-Modernism Conference in the International European Center (IUC) in Dubrovnik. During the conference, within the secluded confines of that beautiful building we reached a consensus on productive terms and concepts. Gender, class, race, text, subject were out. The new notion that seemed promising was the *body*. In the afternoons and during the lunch breaks we would stroll about in the magnificent old quarters of Dubrovnik. We were briefed on the tense situation in the still cold media war. Serbs, Croatians, Macedonians and Bosnians lined up behind the large table of the Hotel Continental. They tried to present their information as objectively as possible. They did not speak fluently. They hesitated and coughed whenever their talk turned into propaganda. And Dubrovnik youth wandered up and down the main street - glancing, gazing - like their mothers and fathers before them.

The bars complained about the lack of tourists. Wherever you went, you would meet conference members. We were the only alien force of occupation, or so it seemed.

During one of the lunch breaks, five of us went for a walk through the old town. As we passed the fountain in the market place three young men muttered something underneath their breath. We didn’t understand the words, but we got the message. Sasha, the organizer of the conference overheard their remarks and commented upon them. To my surprise they weren’t taken aback, didn’t show surprise or slight embarrassment at having been found out, but immediately

---

5 Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2003 10:35:02 -0600 (CST) Subject: [>Htech] New Scientist: Word ‘bursts’ may reveal online trends Reply-To: transhumanantech@yahoogroups.com Word ‘bursts’ may reveal online trends, Will Knight.
flung her words straight back, harshly, as if they accused her of something far worse then having spoilt their fun.

“You are a Serb”, one of the boys had contemptuously sneered, to which she had replied, “No, I am a Muslim”.

I was very much in the presence of the real - I was present. Gender and race reigned supreme during the lunch break. The discrepancy with the morning sessions was painful. Very.

At that time I could conceptualise this experience only as a reality gap. Knowing I could not ultimately decide, I matched these experiences on a scale of the real.

The question then was: which do I take as my point of reference?

The one I looked at? The one I visualized?

Both real.

Now I realize that this was not the right question to ask.

In *Crow*, Ted Hughes, describes this grin which operates on its own. It tries out different faces.

*Rules of innovation number five:*
Don't visualize, look.
Rule of Innovation VI: Dream on or how to innovate in acts of trench and air warfare

New data says there’s lots of new data.⁶

Most important, ubiquitous computers will help overcome the problem of information overload. There is more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the woods than in any computer system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Machines that fit the human environment, instead of forcing humans to enter theirs, will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods. – Mark Weiser 1991


Only one agent of the twenty-one spies the British arrested on 4 August 1914 when Germany declared war on America, was ever brought to trial.

By 1906 author William Lequeux, who believed that Germany had at least five thousand spies in England, had succeeded in talking Field Marshal Lord Roberts into co-writing a fictionalised account of the German invasion to be serialized in the ‘Daily Mail’. Lord Northcliff, the owner of the newspaper was not pleased with the tour they planned as it took the Germans through areas where the ‘Daily Mail’ was hardly read.

Northcliff personally rerouted the invading army. The publication was a huge success. Even when published as a book ‘The Invasion of 1910’ sold more than one million copies.

When Colonel James Edmonds, head of military counter intelligence, speaking before a sub-committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence on Tuesday, 30 March 1909, tried to persuade its members to allocate him more than the 200 pounds and two assistants that had been assigned to him, he was speaking to a very sympathetic audience that desperately wanted him to provide them with the proof that would justify their suspicions that England was riddled with German spies.

---

⁶ The new data about new data squares with both conventional wisdom and other studies that show Web usage continuing to grow despite the chaos that has characterized economies fueled by that growth. From: Rohit Khare rohit@ics.uci.edu To: Fork@xent.com List-Subscribe: <http://xent.com/mailman/listinfo/fork>, mailto:fork-request@xent.com?subject=subscribe Gotta love the headline! :-) –RK By Paul Festa Staff Writer, CNET News.com http://news.com.com/2100-1025-5098600.html Story last modified October 28, 2003, 4:32 PM PST
But Colonel Edmonds had nothing more than hearsay and newspaper-clippings to offer. To his rescue came William Tufnell Lequeux.

In 1909 Lequeux published ‘Spies of the Kaiser: Plotting the Downfall of England’ which was “based on serious fact within my own personal knowledge”.

Thousands of readers considered it - “as they had every right to do in view of Lequeux’s ambiguous presentation of the book as fact in fictional form”[Knightley, p. 10] as being totally true. A wave of spy fever swept over the country.

Readers sent letters to Lequeux in which they reported incidents that mirror the cases he presents in his book. This in turn reinforced his own views - so many people observing the same suspicious behaviour as him!

And these letters he presented as new evidence to Colonel Edmonds who in turn prepared them as a catalogue of ‘Cases of Alleged German Espionage’ and presented them to the second meeting of the sub-committee of the Committee of Imperial Defense on April 20 1909.

The most interesting thing about this catalog of ‘Cases of Alleged German Espionage’ is that Lequeux’s cases - the cases he presented in his novel - are, as Knightley writes, easily identifiable.

The sub-committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence was taken aback by the massive penetration of England by German spies and voted to fund the Secret Service, the first modern espionage service ever.

What’s fact, what’s fiction? What is real? What is not real? Real to whom? Does it matter?

So what can be more real than facts?

To answer that we have to (re)turn to Mrs. Oliphant, 19th century influential novelist and critic:

“Facts are of all things in the world the most false to nature, the most opposed to experience, the most contradictory of all the grand laws of existence. (...) for us truth and fact are two different things; and to say that some incident which is false to nature is taken from the life is an altogether unsatisfactory and inadmissible excuse.”

---

So even if an incident is taken from (the) life, it could be false to nature. An individual and particular existence can be incompatible with ‘the grand laws of existence’.

An individual and particular existence can be incompatible with ‘the grand laws of existence’.

Any individual and particular existence can be incompatible with ‘the grand laws of existence’.

Any.

Best think about that.

But Gerry Patrick Hemming, who signs ‘Semper Fi / De Oppresso Liber’, has some good news. Genuine SEALS, LRRPS, Rangers, SOG “have established websites where citizens might inquire as to the veracity of the “war stories” told in the bars and bistros in the ‘Hoods. And apparently, “the SEAL vets have great connections and can check out a “braggart” within 20 minutes while you are on line or on the telephone!!”

The Seals have friends with connections to decide between data/not data, between fact and fiction. We ordinary folk have to make do with programs who produce patterns:

“We’re trying to find patterns, to see that one set of conditions tends to result in something else. We don’t know why, and we don’t need to, because the answer is in the data.”

This a programmer talking, a programmer and a sailor: “Katori is writing a program that crunches the measurements and creates a “wind profile number — an implied wind,” a wind an implied boat can sail on, as sailing, “so long an intuitive art, has become a contest of technology.” Sensors and strain gauges are “tracking 200 different parameters every second and sending the information across Craig McCraw’s OneWorld’s LAN to its chase boats and offices. Then the info gets dumped into a Microsoft SQL database, where it’s sifted to pinpoint the effects of sail and hardware experiments. Unravelling all the input is, in the words of OneWorld engineer Richard Karn, “nearly impossible.” And that’s not all: every day for the past two years, five OneWorld weather boats have headed out into the Gulf to harvest data.”

What is the greatest liability on board of such a boat? The greatest liability is us, our human capacity for interpretation.

---

8 Date: Sun, 22 Sep 2002 09:01:01 EDT Re: [Spy News] FW: Veterans to Bush: Not In Our Name!

9 Carl Hoffman (carlhoff@aol.com)
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/10.10/sailing_pr.html
Deciding between data/not data while sailing a ship with on a digital dashboard of natural flows, a sea-dashboard.

Indeed, “the biggest point of failure in todays defense systems – is the human being”; human capabilities are fair game for augmentation, says researcher Joseph Bielitzki of DARPA’s Defense Sciences Office, and “sleep- and the consequences of a lack of it – constitute an obvious starting point for this work.” One of his methods include even “prompting the brain to produce additional connections between brain cells.”

In *On Dreams*, Aristotle draws the conclusion that the dream is a sort of presentation, and, more particularly, one which occurs in sleep: “The dream proper is a presentation based on the movement of sense impressions, when such presentation occurs during sleep, taking sleep in the strict sense of the term.”

This is the realm where you can dream that you stepped into a bullet when it was only a beam. And you wake and thought you stepped into a beam, but, well, it is a bullet. It is “the most promising audio advance in years, and it’s coming this fall”, Suzanne Kantra Kirschner, writes, “Hypersonic speakers. The key is frequency: The ultrasonic speakers create sound at more than 20,000 cycles per second, a rate high enough to keep in a focused beam and beyond the range of human hearing. As the waves disperse, properties of the air cause them to break into three additional frequencies, one of which you can hear. This sonic frequency gets trapped within the other three, so it stays within the ultrasonic cone to create directional audio.”

Step into the beam, you step into a bullet.

Step into a bullet, you step into an equation.

Researchers at MIT Media Lab’s Center for Bits and Atoms have used a physical object instead of a mathematical function to generate cryptographic keys:

“The team created tokens containing hundreds of glass beads, each a few hundred micrometres in diameter, set in a block of epoxy one centimetre square and 2.5 mm thick. These are ‘read’ by shining a laser beam of a particular wavelength through the token. The beam generates a speckle interference pattern, which is projected onto a two-dimensional grid and then converted into a key 2400 bits long. Changing the position of one of the

---

10 To: SCIENCE-IN-THE-NEWS@LISTSERVER.SIGMAXI.ORG
http://www.nando.net/healthscience/story/483980p-3865527c.html

http://www.popsci.com/popsci/science/article/0,12543,351353,00.html
randomly set beads even by less than a micrometre, changes about half the bits in the key.”

Step into anything, you step into everything:

In ‘Smart’ Silicon Dust Could Help Screen for Chemical Weapons Sarah Graham reports the development of dust-size silicon particles that could be used to detect chemical and biological agents from a distance using a laser light source.

“The idea is that you can have something that’s as small as a piece of dust with some intelligence built into it so that it could be inconspicuously stuck to paint on a wall or to the side of a truck or dispersed into a cloud of gas to detect toxic chemicals or biological materials,” co-author Michael J. Sailor explains. So far, the researchers have succeeded in identifying chemicals from nearly 20 meters away. Their goal, Sailor says, is to increase that distance to at least one kilometre.”

What is the greatest liability in such environments? Human capacity for interpretation, deciding between data/not data while simply walking about.

An apprentice story.

“With the flick of the wrong switch, an unsupervised power-plant apprentice melted down a half-million-dollar transformer, blacking out the city for 40 minutes.

Apparently, Coady [the apprentice] failed to follow procedures.

Two circuit breakers – called the east and west buses – must be flipped in a particular order to avoid damaging equipment: the west bus first, then the east bus. The procedure was written for an important reason – because the west bus turns on the cooling system for the transformer.

The switches are in separate rooms. Coady said he closed the east switch before Stephenson [the supervisor] closed the west one. They couldn’t see each other when the [switches were closed and the] damage was done.

The result was disastrous. “It was literally an explosion inside the transformer,” Lake Worth Utilities Director Miller said. “The internal parts of the transformer reached such high temperatures that even the insulation inside the transformer was burned.”

New Scientist, Sept 21, 2002
September 03, 2002, ‘Smart’ Silicon Dust Could Help Screen for Chemical Weapons, – Sarah Graham
 Stephenson said Coady had no clue what had happened. “He was completely unaware,” Stephenson wrote in a memo to Baker. “With his lack of knowledge of the plant electrical controls, it was not even possible to explain to him what he did. He would not have understood. His training did not include these advanced concepts.”

Comment from Scott Wlaschin: “Giant circuit breakers have to be flipped in a certain order blindly in different rooms? This was an accident waiting to happen. It is scary that systems like this can exist. Note that the poor trainee was blamed, of course, for not understanding the ‘advanced concepts’.”

The biggest point of failure in today’s information systems, is indeed the human being. Not because he or she is beyond understanding, but because we are lacking procedures of translation that will negotiate between everyday notions of the world and highly advanced concepts that generate other worlds; where sound becomes physical, smell becomes visible, and the sea can be read indeed:

“It’s a statistical process,” says Katori, the team’s lead programmer, as we take the boats in tow and head back to shore at the end of the day. “You have to build a lot of very subjective data before it begins to mean anything, and that’s especially true in light wind. But over time you do build real numbers.”

Over time you move from implied to real numbers.

Real numbers to any apprentice.

Flipping giant circuit breakers blindly in different rooms. At random. Thinking there ate only two that matter. And have an order. A real one.

“What allowed him to produce a series of scientific syntheses so far ahead of their time, and so at odds with the rest of his culture, that for almost a century the scientific community proved incapable of following the road map he left?”

http://www.gopbi.com/partners/pbpost/epaper/editions/friday/news_d3568ba0e56222b00057.html

34 From the RISK list: Date: Fri, 23 Aug 2002 19:21:31 –0700 From: “Scott Wlaschin” scott@extractofmalt.com Subject: Rookie’s mistake melted down $500,000 transformer "Palm Beach Post", 23 Aug 2002 (via Romensko's Obscure Room)
summit, the goal around which the world is organized and toward which life and history progress."\textsuperscript{15}

We are witnessing our own irrelevance becoming more and more unquestionable, even to ourselves. We are moving into a world in which what surrounds us is behaving more and more like a director, less like the personage we'd prefer to have it act out. It is time to centre the process of becoming itself as the default position. Even though it is "generally assumed that huge floods play a disproportionate role in modifying river courses and eroding bedrock", Hartshorn shows in a field study on the LiWu River in Taiwan, "that it is the everyday flows that are mainly responsible for deepening of the bedrock channel in this region of active mountain building. The huge floods act primarily to widen the channel and induce hillslope collapse."\textsuperscript{16}

Always faithful everyday flows.

Always faithful everyday flows.

Every week employees receive up to 30 chain letters, jokes, video clips or similar junk email messages from people they know, blocking up their corporate networks and slowing them to a halt, according to a survey. The survey of 1,000 adults in the US with internet access, conducted for SurfControl by Market Facts, showed that junk email from friends causes just as many network headaches as commercial spam.

According to the survey, workers deal with more than 1,500 pieces of junk email each year from friends, family and colleagues. But spam, the much-reviled commercial email sent by strangers, is not set to reach the proportion of 'friendly' junk email until 2006.\textsuperscript{17}

To discern between friend and foe.

Seals know how to do that. A wind an implied boat can sail on knows how to do that. Does a sub?

"In a speech to The Citadel in September 1999, then-candidate George W. Bush said, "The best way to keep the peace is to redefine war on our own terms." In a sentence, the president

\textsuperscript{15} Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2002 18:57:38 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: [>Htech] 'Charles Darwin': The Scientist Was Celebrated, His Work Dismissed, New York Times Book Review, 2.10.6
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/10/06/books/review/06TOOBYT.html

\textsuperscript{16} Everyday Wear and Tear: SCIENCE, Volume 297, Issue 5589.
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/vol297/issue5589/twis.shtml

\textsuperscript{17} VNUenet UK - September 10, 2002
http://pl2.vnumnet.com/News/1134911
http://www.interesting-people.org/archives/interesting-people/
defined the purpose and objective of the department’s effort to transform itself.

There is a modus operandi associated with the submarine service. Even as you operate at a very high tempo, you continue to develop new technologies, new ways of doing business, and then use them with tremendous skill. That is very much the spirit of transformation.

As we transform intelligence, submarine warfare is on the cutting edge. We are looking to create intelligence capabilities that emphasize persistence and greater resistance to denial and deception. These have been the hallmarks of submarine operations and involvement in intelligence for 50 years.

Submarine operations also will play a role in homeland defense, tracking, intercepting, and, if ordered to do so by the commander in chief, interdicting vessels that transport or employ weapons of mass destruction.

Much, then, is expected of you in the coming years. When we recall the words of candidate Bush on the aim of transformation – of conducting warfare on our terms and maximizing our advantages – undersea warfare should be brought to everyone’s mind.

To that end, the Department of Defense committed last year to undertake a study on the future of undersea warfare. Its premise is that the United States must maintain its undersea preeminence.”18

If you want to keep your undersea pre-eminence you have to know where your subs are.

Do subs know where they are?

Toys do.

“Toys that know where they are, that can recognize people and respond to them; toys that build up a mental state of the things around them; toys that talk to each other and interact with the television set or the computer. You can envision all kinds of scenarios,” says Randy Pausch, co-director of Carnegie Mellon University’s Entertainment Technology Center.

18 Date: Fri, 9 May 2003 18:20:05 –0400 From: dlnews_sender@DTIC.MIL Subject: USD for Intelligence Outlines Transformation of Another “Silent Service” To: DODNEWS-L@DTIC.MIL NEWS RELEASE from the United States Department of Defense No. 314-03. The remarks below are the text of a speech Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence Dr. Stephen Cambone delivered to the nation’s submarine community on the 103rd anniversary of the submarine service’s founding. TRANSFORMATION OF THE SUBMARINE COMMUNITY SUBMARINE BALL. April 26, 2003, Stephen A. Cambone
“Don’t be surprised if five years down the road your daughter is holding conversations with Barbie about what to wear to school. Or an animatronic Disney dinosaur is sitting on the couch explaining to his 7-year-old owner what life was like 300 million years ago. Or Buzz Lightyear is watching Toy Story IV with your 6 year old and talking over how a particular scene was put together.

The Media Lab’s Lego Mindstorms toy line already allows children to construct robots, program them, and experiment with how they interact. ‘But instead of building a robot that moves,’ says Resnick, ‘imagine building a musical instrument that looks like a trombone and as you slide it in and out, it actually plays different sounds.’

Or, he wonders, what if children could create something that doesn’t look like any previous musical instrument and is controlled by jumping or shining a flashlight on it. ‘Again, it’s up to a kid’s imagination,’ he says.”

Indeed it is:

“Two hundred years of American technology has unwittingly created a massive cement playground of unlimited potential. But it was the minds of 11 years olds that could see that potential.”

Can you go skating when it rains?
Can you go skating when it rains real hard?
Would you like to know beforehand? Like the weather for Thursday on Tuesday?
You can listen to the radio.
You can listen to the radio, and get this!

“U.S. Senators Ernest Hollings (D-SC) and John Edwards (D-NC) are pushing legislation to extend the current Emergency Alerting System to includee – get this! – automatically turning on TVs and other devices to alert citizens of emergencies. The bill would require the Commerce Department to develop new technologies to issue warnings based on the National Weather Service system, which is decoded by EAS equipment at broadcast and cable stations. “There are a lot of folks in this country who have no idea what they are supposed to do if an attack occurs,” said Edwards.”

---

Ok.

What do you do when an attack occurs?

First you make sure you are you:

In 2001 86,000 identity thefts were reported. The number doubled in 2002. An official of the Michigan State Police points out that many former violent criminals are now using the Internet for identity theft:

“They are switching over to white-collar crime because it’s more lucrative and they know they will get less time. Identity theft is not necessarily a sophisticated crime.” 22

Then, if you are you, you best call home:

Brian Sweeney, 38, of Barnstable, a passenger on Flight 175 that crashed into the World Trade Centers South Tower, left a message for his wife, Julie, on their answering machine shortly before 9 a.m.

“Hey Jules, it’s Brian, I’m on a plane and it’s hijacked and it doesn’t look good. I just wanted to let you know that I love you and hope to see you again. If I don’t, please have fun in life and live your life the best you can. Know that I love you and no matter what, I’ll see you again.” – The Boston Herald, Sept. 13.

Jane Pauley (NBC anchor): What words from that phone call (with Jeremy Glick on United 93) give you the most comfort now?

Lyzbeth Glick:

“We said, ‘I love you’ a thousand times, over and over and over again, and it just brought so much peace to us...He said “I love Emmy”, who’s our daughter, and to take care of her. And then he said...”Whatever decisions you make in your life, I need you to be happy, and I will respect any decisions that you make.” I think that gives me the most comfort.” – NBC News, Sept 14.23

Captain P. Mortimer noted in his diary on December 26, 1914:

“The enemy came out of their trenches yesterday (being Christmas Day) simultaneously with our fellows - who met the Germans on neutral ground between the two trenches and

---

exchanged the compliments of the season - presents, smokes and drinks - some of our fellows going into the German lines and some of the Germans strolling into ours - the whole affair was particularly friendly and not a shot was fired in our Brigade throughout the day. The enemy apparently initiated the move by shouting across to our fellows and then popping their heads out of their trenches and finally getting out of them altogether.”

Is it true?

Yes.

Yes, it is true that years ago there was a certain monastery in Austria where the monks kept trout in a big pond. Each time a monk came to feed the trout, he rang a bell and trout then swam towards the monk. People thought that the fishes heard the bell, until at last a biologist found out that the trout came towards the monk in just the same way when he didn’t ring the bell at all. The fishes really swam towards the monk because they saw him coming.

“and then popping their heads out of their trenches and finally getting out of them altogether.”

Just raise your head oh so slightly. Any move is sudden death. Or the left side of your face blown away, or the right. All this knowing. And still a guy raises his head.

Raise your head.

“One way of showing the sporting spirit was to kick a football toward the enemy lines while attacking. This feat was first performed by the 1st Battalion of the 18th London Regiment at Loos in 1915. It soon achieved the status of a conventional act of bravado and was ultimately exported far beyond the Western Front. Arthur ("Bosky") Burton, who took part in an attack on the Turkish lines near Beersheba in November, 1917, proudly reported home: "One of the men had a football. How it came there goodness knows. Anyway we kicked off and rushed the first [Turkish] guns, dribbling the ball with us." But the most famous football episode was Captain W. P. Nevill’s achievement at the Somme attack. Captain Nevill, a company commander in the 8th East Surreys, bought four footballs, one for each platoon, during his last London leave before the attack. He offered a prize to the platoon which, at the jump-off, first kicked its football up to the German front line. Although J. R. Ackerley remembered Nevill as “the battalion buffoon,” he may have been shrewder than he looked: his little sporting contest did have the effect of persuading his men that the attack was going to be, as the staff had been insisting, a walkover. A

survivor observing from a short distance away recalls zero hour:

As the gun-fire died away I saw an infantry man climb onto the parapet into No Man’s Land, beckoning others to follow [Doubtless Captain Nevill or one of his platoon commanders.] As he did So he kicked off a football. A good kick. ‘The ball rose and travelled well towards the German line. That seemed to be the signal to advance.

Captain Nevill was killed instantly. Two of the footballs are preserved today in English museums. ”

Raise your head when you’re 38 and Brian Sweeney, breathing life and hope and courage. Raise your head when you’re on United 93 and Jeremy Glick and in giving comfort give life.

And who knows? Perhaps wars are behind us for good in the 21th century:

“But this country’s addiction to convenience and comfort may prove the saving grace. I saw a telling photo the other day of an American soldier hit by shrapnel being carried through the coalition encampment’s game room. How many C-130s worth of foosball tables have been airlifted to Iraq, I wondered? The game rooms already are a form of admission, of the simple fact that our reservists are so accustomed to the video game lifestyle that such gear is considered a necessity in a war zone. In the end it may be that our warring will be reduced considerably by our sheer intolerance for discomfort, disruption, and inconvenience, more than for any other reason.”

Rule of innovation number six:
Be brave and be grand in acts of dying.

---
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